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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To appropriately decide the ;^

mail size of an electronic mail between different xl^

networks by deciding whether data that is sent with a

table which stores mail sizes in each network class is

divided into electronic mails.
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SOLUTION: When a user who sends an electronic mail

inputs his own code number, he can immediately get a ^>

user's ID, a password and a network class from a user's
1 a

^
table T1. An electronic mail address and a network class

are immediately obtained from the other party table T2

and a maximum data size in electronic mail sending is

acquired. A program of division decision uses the data

size of text data and a maximum data size, and it is

decided whether data to be sent is divided into plural

electronic mails or not. When the data size is the maximum data size or more, it must be

divided. Thus, all image data accumulated in image memory is divided, made an electronic
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to communication terminals, such as facsimile apparatus

with an electronic mail function, and relates to the communication terminal with an electronic mail

function which determines the e-mail size of the electronic mail between different-species networks

proper especially, and its program documentation medium.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The wide range computer communication network constituted by

connecting LAN and each personal computer to communication lines, such as the telephone line, in

recent years has spread. There are the Internet and a personal computer communication service network

in a computer communication network. There are NIFTY-Serve (it is hereafter described as NIFTY),

PC-VAN, etc. in a personal computer communication service network. Below, each of these computer

communication networks is called network classification. The different-species internetwork

communication link from which network classification differs is also possible.

[0003] When using a computer communication network, it does not communicate directly on a phase

hand from a user, but in the Internet, two or more contractors (provider) who give their service

connection with a computer communication network etc. will exist, and a user will communicate

through the computer (server) which this provider has. With a personal computer communication service

network, the host who generalizes service will exist and a user will communicate through the host

computer which this host has. A user performs procedure called a log in, in order to connect a circuit

with the access point of a provider or a host and to receive authentication of being a contractor

subsequently, when using a computer communication network. It means that the own communication

terminal was logically connected to the computer communication network by this log in,

[0004] Although there are various contents of service, here explains the electronic mail in the Internet. A
user stores in an electronic mail with a predetermined format the data which want to communicate, and

transmits this electronic mail. The e-mail address (e-mail address) of the user who transmits to an

electronic mail, and a phase hand's e-mail address are indicated. The information which shows each

provider is included in these e-mail addresses. An electronic mail is kept by a provider's mail box which

a phase hand's user has made a contract of. The user of the phase hand who is an addressee can take out

an electronic mail from this mail box timely. In addition, IP only numerically expressed by the e-mail

address (Internet Protocol) The user name (user ID) which replaced with the address and was expressed

by the character string based on the Domain Name System (DNS) is used.

[0005] The point which can communicate with a remote phase hand only by the point and user who
have adopted the communication mode excellent in the error correction function as an advantage of a

computer communication network paying a nearby agreement provider or the communication link costs

to an access point is mentioned.

[0006] On the other hand, the facsimile communication which communicates an image data

conventionally using the telephone line has spread, and the communication procedure and

communication mode for it are established. Since the communication procedure and communication

mode of facsimile communication differed from it of a computer communication network, they were not

able to connect the conventional facsimile apparatus to the computer communication network. Then,

these people have proposed the facsimile apparatus with an electronic mail function which gave the

function of changing an image data into the format of an electronic mail, and communicating to

facsimile apparatus.



.[0007]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, facsimile apparatus is used cooperatively in

office etc. besides for individual treatment in many cases. When facsimile apparatus with an electronic

mail function is used cooperatively, two or more users exist, and while the network classification to be

used is also various, since a phase hand's network classification is also various, a different-species

internetwork communication link called the Internet and the Internet to NIFTY occurs from NIFTY.

However, the amount of data which can transmit with 1 time of an electronic mail depending on network

classification has a limit (henceforth allowance mail size). For this reason, in other words, there is a case

with much amount of data where an .electronic mail with large e-mail size cannot be transmitted. That is,

from the network which does not have a limit in e-mail size (or allowance mail size is large), the

electronic mail of the e-mail size beyond the allowance mail size cannot be transmitted to a network

with a limit (or allowance mail size is small).

[0008] The same problem arises not only in facsimile apparatus but in the communication terminal with

an electronic mail function used cooperatively.

[0009] Then, the object of this invention solves the above-mentioned technical problem, and is to offer

the communication terminal with an electronic mail function which determines the e-mail size of the

electronic mail between different-species networks proper, and its program documentation medium.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned object, this invention judges

whether the data to transmit are divided into two or more electronic mails based on the table which

memorized the e-mail size for every network classification.

[001 1] The allowance mail size of the network classification of a transmitting side and the allowance

mail size of the network classification of a receiving side may determine the maximum mail size of the

electronic mail to transmit, and you may divide so that an electronic mail may not exceed the above-

mentioned maximum mail size.

[0012] Moreover, a computer records the procedure ofjudging whether a program documentation

medium dividing into two or more electronic mails the data which memorize the e-mail size for every

network classification, and are transmitted based on a table, possible [ read ].

[0013]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, 1 operation gestalt of this invention is explained in full detail

based on an accompanying drawing.

[0014] With this operation gestalt, a communication terminal is facsimile apparatus equipped with G3,

G4 facsimile communication facility, and an electronic mail function. The flow of actuation of this

facsimile apparatus is shown in drawing 1 . The various tables prepared in this facsimile apparatus are

shown in drawing 2 . That is, the user table Tl on which drawing 2 (a) registers a user, and drawing 2

(b) are size table T3 which registers the phase hand table T2 and the drawing 3 (c) allowance mail size

which register a phase hand. The circuitry of this facsimile apparatus is shown in drawing 3 .

[0015] As shown in drawing 3 , facsimile apparatus consists of the main control section 1, a read station

2, the Records Department 3, a display 4, a control unit 5, the enternal memory read station 6, ROM7
and RAM8, an image memory 9, a modem 10, NCU1 1, and a data modem 12.

[0016] The main control section (CPU) 1 can perform software (program), such as compound

[
coding / ]-izing, image (TIFF) conversion, binary text conversion, e-mail edit, an auto dialer, and a

communication procedure, while controlling each part of hardware through a bus 13. Moreover, the

program of the division judging actuation concerning this invention and division actuation can be

performed.

[0017] A read station 2 can read a manuscript with image sensors, such as CCD, and can generate a

monochrome binary image data.

[0018] The Records Department 3 can have a printer by an electrophotography method etc., and can

record the image data which received by facsimile communication from other G3 and G4 facsimile

equipment, and the image data gained with the electronic mail (printout).

[0019] A display 4 can be equipped with indicators, such as a LCD indicator, and can display the

operating state of this facsimile apparatus, an image data, the content of registration, operator guidance,

etc.

[0020] The control unit 5 is equipped with the ten key which inputs a figure, the compaction dialing key

which performs abbreviated dialing actuation, the one-touch key which performs one-touch control,

various function keys, a start key, etc. The function key has functions, such as the telephone number and

e-mail address register mode setting out, and communication-mode selection. The ten key, the



compaction dialing key, and the one-touch key also have alphabetic character input functions, such as

the alphabet.

[0021] The enternal memory read station 6 can read the program recorded on the external storage

(program storage) 14, such as a floppy disk and CDROM. Therefore, the program performed in the main

control section can be offered from external storage 14.

[0022] ROM7 is what memorizes the program performed in the main control section, i.e., a program

documentation medium, in order to operate this facsimile apparatus.

[0023] RAM8 consists of SRAM, a flash memory, etc., and while memorizing temporary data generated

at the time of program execution, the registered various data are memorized in a table format. Moreover,

the program acquired from enternal memory can be memorized and activation can be presented.

[0024] An image memory 9 consists of a DRAM and memorizes an image data.

[0025] A modem 10 has a facsimile modem function, and when carrying out facsimile communication

of the image data, it is used.

[0026] NCU (Network Control Unit)l 1 can perform closing and disconnection of an analog network.

[0027] A data modem 12 has a data modem function, and when communicating an image data by E-

mail, it is used. It connects with the terminal for an external telephone of NCU, and the data modem 12

is connected to the serial port of an external interface 15 by RS232C.

[0028] Next, the program which the main control section performs is explained.

[0029] coding and double-sign-izing - an image data - coding methods, such as MH, MR, and MMR, -

- coding - and it double-sign-izes. Hereafter, the image data encoded by these coding methods is called

the image data of G3 format. The image data of this G3 format will be memorized in an image memory.

[0030] In image transformation, at the time of transmission, the image data of G3 format is changed into

the TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) image data used by common computer, and it changes from a

TIFF image data at G3 formal image data at the time of reception. In addition, TIFF is the format

exhibited by Adobe System and various CLASS(s) treating monochrome binary one, monochrome

multiple value, and full color ** are defined. CLASS which is one in it F defines the image data of G3

format which is the image data of the manuscript encoded by coding methods, such as MH, MR, and

MMR. Therefore, it is CLASS to the head of the image data of G3 format. It is convertible for a TIFF

image data by adding the TIFF header information of F.

[003 1] In binary text conversion, at the time of transmission, binary data are changed into text data and

text data is changed into binary data at the time of reception. The computer which cannot treat the

electronic mail of binary data exists in the Internet. In transmitting binary data, such as a TIFF image

data, so that an electronic mail may reach a phase hand certainly, it once changes into text data. The text

data treated by the Internet is specified as a 7-bit code in RFC (Request For Comments)822 which is the

document which IETF (Intenet Engineering Task Force) publishes. Here, it is MIME (Multipurpose

Internet Mail Extensions). It changes using base64 etc. According to this, 6-bit binary data are

transposed to one of the characters (the alphabet of a capital letter and a small letter, a figure, +,/) of 64,

and are changed into text data. MIME is prescribed by the RFC 1521 grade.

[0032] In e-mail edit, mail header information is added to the TIFF image data changed into text data at

the time of transmission, and it edits into an electronic mail format, and mail header information is

removed from the data of an electronic mail format at the time of reception, and only the TIFF image

data changed into text data is taken out. Since adding predetermined header information to the electronic

mail of the Internet as management information of an electronic mail is specified, at the time of

transmission, items, such as "From: (user address)", "To: (phase hand address)", and "Subject: (title)

etc.", are added to the head of the TIFF image data changed into text data. Moreover, in a different-

species internetwork communication link, a suffix is added to the phase hand address.

[0033] In an auto dialer, in order to carry out call origination of the telephone number read from the

table, telephone number data are sent to NCU.
[0034] The program of the division judging actuation concerning this invention and division actuation is

described in detail later.

[0035] Next, the configuration of a table is explained.

[0036] As shown in drawnjg.3. (a), the user table Tl consists of network classification which the user ID

of the code number which specifies each user who uses facsimile apparatus cooperatively, and its user

and a password, and its user use. Therefore, if the user who is going to transmit an electronic mail from

now on inputs a code number, user ID, a password, and network classification will be obtained.

[0037] As shown in drawing 3 (b), the phase hand table T2 consists of network classification which the

e-mail address of a phase hand name and a phase hand and a phase hand use. Therefore, if the phase



.hand name which will transmit an electronic mail from now on is inputted, an e-mail address and

network classification will be obtained.

[0038] As shown in drawing 3 (c), size table T3 consists of transmitting-side network classification,

receiving-side network classification, and maximum data size. The one where a transmitting side and the

allowance data size of receiving-side network classification are smaller is registered into the maximum
data size. The maximum data size is obtained from the network classification of the user who transmits

an electronic mail, and the phase hand of the electronic mail.

[0039] A user personal name, a phase hand abbreviated number, phase hand one-touch, the facsimile

telephone number, facsimile classification, a provider name, etc. are combined, and you may make it

register them into each above table.

[0040] Next, the electronic mail send action which includes division judging actuation and division

actuation using drawing 1 is explained.

[0041] If an electronic mail transmitting mode is set up with the function key of a control unit, the

program of an electronic mail send action is started and a display and a control unit can use for

electronic mail transmitting actuation. As shown in drawing 1 (a), the user who is going to transmit an

electronic mail inputs an own code number (SI). User ID, a password, and network classification are

promptly obtained from the user table TI . That is, the network classification Netl of a transmitting side

is decided. Subsequently, a user inputs a phase hand name or operates an abbreviated number key or an

one-touch key (S2). From the phase hand table T2, an e-mail address and network classification are

obtained promptly. That is, the network classification Net2 of a receiving side is decided. By referring to

size table T3 in the combination of Netl and Net2, the maximum data size in the electronic mail

transmission to Net2 from Netl is obtained (S3).

[0042] Then, actuation of the start key of a control unit performs call origination, log in, and electronic

mail transmission for the read of a manuscript, the are recording (image data of G3 format) to an image

memory, TIFF conversion, MIME conversion, electronic mail edit, and the telephone number (having

no start key actuation in the case of one-touch).

[0043] In the process from the read of this manuscript to electronic mail transmission, as shown in

drawing 1 (b), dummy encoding (S4) is performed first. Dummy encoding carries out TIFF conversion

of all the image datas accumulated in the image memory, and carries out MIME conversion further. It

asks for the data size of the text data obtained by this MIME conversion. The program (S5) of a division

judging judges whether it uses with the data size of the above-mentioned text data, and the above-

mentioned maximum data size, and the data to transmit are divided into two or more electronic mails. If

data size is below the maximum data size, it is not necessary to divide. It will divide, if data size is more

than the maximum data size. When dividing, division process of the data size is carried out in the

maximum data size, below decimal point is revalued and it determines the number of partitions. For

example, the maximum data size is it trichotomized that data size is 470KB by 160KB (so far S5). Then,

the image data accumulated in the image memory is trichotomized corresponding to the number of

partitions, it TIFF-changes, MIME conversion of one division is carried out, and the electronic mail of

one batch is formed. It displays that it is the what time electronic mail of a rate on the item of "Subject:"

at this electronic mail by carrying out the sequential publication of division information like 1/3, 2/3,

and 3/3. Thus, all the image datas accumulated in the image memory are divided and electronic-mail-

ized, and it transmits. Thus, with the divided plurality or one electronic mail which is not divided, it logs

out, after transmitting the image data for one manuscript (S6).

[0044] If a concrete example is explained, as shown in drawing 4 , the facsimile apparatus 41, 42, and

43 with an electronic mail function will exist, and facsimile transmission and reception can be mutually

carried out through the telephone line. Moreover, facsimile apparatus 41 and 42 are connected to the

Internet 46 through servers 44 and 45, and facsimile apparatus 41 and 43 are connected to the personal

computer communication service network 47. 44a, 45a, and 47a are mail boxes. Facsimile apparatus 41

can use Users A and B now. User A has contracted with the server 44 and can access the Internet 46.

User B has joined the personal computer communication service network 47. Here, since the network

classification of a user and a phase hand differs as explained until now when User A transmits an image

data to facsimile apparatus 43 by E-mail, or when User B transmits an image data to facsimile apparatus

42 by E-mail, facsimile apparatus 41 will perform a division judging based on size table T3.

[0045] As mentioned above, even if there is a difference of the allowance mail size by network

classification if it is in this invention as explained, an electronic mail can be transmitted certainly.

Moreover, since division of the electronic mail in this case was referred to by the network classification

which obtained the e-mail size registered into the table from the input of a user and a phase hand and it



has determined, unnecessary division is prevented. When unnecessary division fixes the maximum mail

size on the basis of network classification for example, with small allowance mail size, also in case

network classification with large allowance mail size is used, since the maximum mail size is

immobilization, it says that division is performed. If it is in this invention, since it judged whether it

would divide from the allowance mail size of the network classification of a transmitting side and a

receiving side and the number of partitions is also determined, data to transmit can be certainly

transmitted with the minimum electronic mail number.

[0046] in addition, when the address is specified in a direct input, without using a user code number and

a phase hand name (an abbreviated number, one-touch) Since neither the user table Tl nor the phase

hand table T2 is referred to, network classification is not known, but since a suffix is added to the phase

hand address in a different-species internetwork communication link When there is this suffix, a

different-species internetwork communication link can be distinguished, a suffix can be analyzed, and

transmitting-side network classification and receiving-side network classification can be known. For

example, when "INET:" is added for the transmitting side to the head of a mail address in NIFTY, it

turns out that a receiving side is the Internet. Therefore, it can ask for the maximum data size based on

size table T3. Moreover, if network classification or allowance data size is unknown, it is good to double

the maximum data size with the smallest allowance data size.

[0047] Although the maximum data size is registered into size table T3 corresponding to transmitting-

side network classification and receiving-side network classification and the maximum data size was

determined based on transmitting-side network classification and receiving-side network classification if

it was in the above operation gestalt a table -- every network classification -- allowance data size —

registering -- each of a transmitting side and a receiving side — with reference to allowance data size, it

is good also considering the allowance data size of the smaller one as maximum data size about network

classification.

[0048] Moreover, this invention can record not only facsimile apparatus but the above-mentioned

procedure on a program documentation medium, and can provide the communication terminal equipped

with the computer with it.

[0049]

[Effect of the Invention] This invention demonstrates the outstanding effectiveness like a degree.

[0050] (1) It is the e-mail size which can communicate, and the number of partitions can determine

many [ e-mail size of the electronic mail between different-species networks / too ] proper.

[0051] (2) A user can transmit without being conscious of a phase hand's network classification and

allowance mail size.

[Translation done ]



•NOTICES *

Japan Patent office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing.!] It is the flow chart of an electronic mail send action including the division judging actuation

which shows 1 operation gestalt of this invention, and division actuation.

[Drawing 2] It is the block diagram of the various tables prepared in the facsimile apparatus by this

invention.

[Drawing 3] It is circuitry drawing of the facsimile apparatus by this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is the block diagram which connected the facsimile apparatus by this invention to the

computer communication network.

[Description of Notations]

1 Main Control Section

2 Read Station

3 Records Department

4 Display

5 Control Unit

6 Enternal Memory Read Station

7 ROM (Program Documentation Medium)
8 RAM
9 Image Memory
1 0 Modem
11 NCU
12 Data Modem
14 External Storage (Program Documentation Medium)
51 Step which inputs a user

52 Step which inputs a phase hand

53 Step which obtains the maximum data size

54 Step of dummy encoding

55 Step of a division judging

56 Step of division transmission

Tl User table

T2 Phase hand table

T3 Size table

[Translation done.]


